FeverAll® Suppository Directions

**DIRECTIONS:** When practical, cleanse area around rectum with mild soap and warm water and rinse thoroughly. Gently dry by patting or blotting with toilet tissue or a soft cloth before using FeverAll®.

1. Remove wrapper before inserting suppository as follows: hold suppository upright and carefully separate wrapper at pointed end to open.
2. Carefully peel wrapper down both sides evenly, exposing suppository.
3. Avoid excess handling, as suppository is designed to melt at body temperature. Suppositories should not need to be refrigerated if stored below 80°F (27°C).
4. Place child flat on back or on side with anal opening exposed.
5. Insert suppository gently, well into rectum. Use fingertip to complete insertion.

Questions? call 1-866-923-4914